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1 Introduction
When words occur in close proximity frequently, an associative link is formed in the observer (Clark, 1970). Distributional Semantic Models (DSM) can be used for the artificial acquisition of associative links (Heath et al., 2013) and learn word representations from word co-occurrence patterns in a corpus.

In this thesis, a method for modelling word associations is developed by creating an Artificial Guesser Agent (AGA) for the Location Taboo Game (LTG). In this word-guessing game, simple textual clues about a well-known target city are provided, and the AGA should guess the city. The AGA is evaluated through games that were successfully played by humans and should be able to mimic the associations that humans have with cities. The proposed AGA employs a semantic vector space that is created using context-predicting DSMs from a tailored corpus about travel destinations. The training of the vector space uses a novel annotation method to strengthen the associative link between the cities and their descriptions in the corpus. Four different game-playing strategies are implemented to retrieve guesses from the vector space, and several lists of candidate cities are compiled to only consider sufficiently relevant places.

2 Approach
Semantic Vector Space A tailored corpus was constructed from Wikipedia and Wikivoyage pages entitled with a country or city name and Wikivoyage outlinks to other Wikivoyage pages. A targeted annotation method is proposed to make the association between a geographical location and the content of its corresponding pages explicit for the DSM. For the pages entitled with a country or city name, the name is inserted in every sentence, for example: ‘pizza traditionally eaten locally pasta Verona dishes feature widely restaurant menus’.

The context-predicting DSMs employed are Continuous Bag of Words and Skip-Gram, combined with the Hierarchical Softmax and Negative Sampling algorithms (Mikolov et al., 2013a, 2013b). The similarity metrics used are Chebyshev, Correlation, Cosine and Tanimoto.

Candidate Cities Three lists of 500 candidate cities were constructed, according to the occurrence counts from the tailored corpus (list 1), the occurrence counts from a Google News dataset (list 2) and the number of visits as listed on NomadList (list 3). A fourth list was created containing only the 120 cities present in example games to investigate the AGA’s best-case performance.

Game-Playing Strategy Four game-playing strategies were implemented: Using the cumulative similarity between vectors of clue words and vectors of cities (strategy 1). Eliminating inconsistent
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cities across game iterations (strategy 2). Narrowing down to a set of countries and choosing from the cities of those countries (strategy 3). Summing the vectors of all clue words to guess the nearest city in the vector space (strategy 4).

3 Experiments and Results

We have conducted several experiments to investigate the impact of hyper-parameter configuration for the DSMs and the AGA using 162 example games. Additionally, forty games were set aside for the final evaluation. Strategy 1 was the most appropriate game-playing strategy. The Tanimoto, Correlation and Cosine similarity metrics all resulted in very similar performance. Out of the first three lists of candidate cities, list 3 resulted in the highest performance. The targeted corpus annotation had a significant effect for all models (two-sided relative t-test, p < 0.001).

For the performance evaluation of the AGA three evaluation metrics were used: the game score, the accuracy and the faster-guessing performance (FGP). Skip-Gram Hierarchical Softmax (SGHS) was the best performing algorithm, for which the results are shown in Table 1, together with the results of the baseline architecture introduced by Adrian et al. (2016).

Table 1: The performance evaluation for SGHS and the baseline architecture. The game score is the number of submitted guesses, plus a penalty of 5 per unsuccessful game. The FGP represents the percentage of successful games for which the AGA submitted fewer guesses than the human.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Game Score</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>FGP (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unannotated</td>
<td>SGHS</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotated</td>
<td>SGHS</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>27.50</td>
<td>27.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Baseline Architecture</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, an AGA architecture is presented, which uses context-predicting DSMs to infer word associations from a tailored corpus and employs different game-playing strategies for the LTG. The architecture is an improvement compared to the baseline of Adrian et al. (2016) and can guess target cities with up to 27.50% accuracy. The presented method for the generation and retrieval of word associations could be generalised for different domains or adapted for different tasks. Targeted corpus annotation is proposed to amplify the strength of the associations implicitly present in the corpus and it significantly improves the performance in the LTG.

Regarding future work, multiple types of resources can be combined to improve the corpus content and the list of candidate cities. Furthermore, more complex architectures could be created, such as a multi-agent system or a system that can better interpret multi-word clues.
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